
CAPTIONS FOR vmstable.xlsx, vmstable.pdf 

Column A: Latin names.  A large number of species names have changed in recent years. Old 

names are labelled as such. The main source for latin names are indexfungorom 

http://www.indexfungorum.org . In some cases our local experts prefer another name that is 

considered to be synonymous. 

Column B: Comments.  Common names in italics. Sources: “Matchmaker”: Mushrooms of the 

Pacific Northwest. Ian Gibson, Eli Gibson and Bruce Kendric. Verson 2.1 is now available on the web 
at   http://www.matchmakermushrooms.com .  "The book of fungi" Peter Roberts and Shelley Evans, 
University of Chicago Press 2011  http://www.mushroomhunter.net/common%20names.pdf  is 
another source. In some cases common names are taken from web other sources e.g. the Wikipedia.  
If the latin name in column A is no longer current a reference is given to the current name. If the latin 

name replaces a no longer current name this is indicated too. Finally a.k.a. in front of a Latin name 

indicates that the two names are thought to be synonymous 

Column C: Habitat. Habitat or other pertinent facts are taken  mostly from “Matchmaker”, 

sometimes “The book of fungi” or various web sources. “Rare” indicates species is listed as candidate 
for protection in S. Redhead, Macrofungi of British Columbia: Requirements for Inventory, working 
paper 28 1997 Ministry of Forests research program. 
 

Column D: Edibility People react very differently to many mushrooms and edibility of a given 

species may vary from region to region.  For some species “The book of fungi” and various web 

sources have been relied upon. The main sources of information are the references given in 

Matchmaker. 

Column E: Loc(ation).  Specimens at the Fraser Valley and VMS fall shows are separated into 

Gilled white-spored (W) and dark-spored (D) and non-gilled (O). The number indicates the tray(s) 

used. 

Column F: S(tatus). N(ew) indicates label as in spreadsheet,. O(ld): label exists but  not yet 

changed, D(iscard)  label refers to old name redirect given to current name. Blank: label not yet 

made. 

Columns G,H,I,J,K,L,M,NO: 13,12,11,10,9,8,6,5,4,3, Species identified at 2013,2012, 2011, 

2010, 2009, 2008, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003 fall mushroom shows. F Fraser Valley, V van Dusen, 

Vancouver, R Richmnod Nature Park. Microscopic analysis was not available at the shows so there 

likely are some misidentifications. Currently both new and old names are listed, as well as possible 

synonyms marked by a.k.a. Adding number of entries does not yield the number of species found. 

Column P:  90. List of species prepared by Paul Kruger for the 1990 NAMA convention in Whistler 

BC.  

This spreadsheet is a work in progress. With such a large database errors are inevitable, and the files 

will be updated occasionally by Birger Bergersen, birger@phas.ubc.ca    

Last modified Nov 18  2013. On web at http://www.phas.ubc.ca/~birger/vmscaption.docx,  

http://www.phas.ubc.ca/~birger/vmscaption.pdf 
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